Abstract-Off-track interference (OTI) arises as a result of head misalignment and is likely to become the dominant source of errors in future magnetic storage systems with high track density. In this paper, using a two-track and single-head model for OTI, we compare two different equalization/detection techniques aiming at recovering data from only the main track. One is a conventional approach based on suppressing OTI by a linear equalizer and then performing partial response maximum-likelihood (PRML) detection of the main track data. The other views OTI as the response of the channel to an independent data sequence, simultaneously estimates the two data sequences by joint PRML detection, and then simply discards the adjacent track data at the end. We evaluate the detection performance in terms of effective detection signal-tonoise ratio, and provide bit-error-rate simulation results. We also discuss a technique to adaptively estimate the position of the head as well as compensate for the relative phase difference in the offtrack data.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper is concerned with equalization and detection of the magnetic recording channel subject to both intersymbol interference (ISI) and off-track interference (OTI), in addition to additive Gaussian noise. OTI arises as track density increases and becomes severe as perfect alignment of the head to a given data track has to be compromised. One effective technique to combat OTI is to use multiple read heads and apply appropriate signal processing techniques. Barbosa first described a technique to perform simultaneous maximum-likelihood sequence detection (MLSD) of tracks, based on the read signals taken from heads [1] . Voois and Cioffi discussed parallel partial response (PR) equalization in a similar multi-input, multi-output recording channel environment using a realistic OTI model [2] . Vea also investigated multihead detection using an elaborate model for OTI, but ignored the effect of ISI [3] . Soljanin and Georghiades provided minimum distance analyses for multihead, multitrack recording channels [4] . Kurtas et al. investigated reduced state sequence estimation methods for sim-ilar channels [5] . Gopalaswamy and Kumar also addressed suboptimal multihead/multitrack equalization and detection in the context of optical recording [6] .
In this paper, based on the partial response maximum-likelihood (PRML) detection technique, we consider detection of a single data track using the read signal from a single head. This configuration represents current recording systems and future systems driven by cost constraints. Because of the possible head-track misalignment, however, the read signal is a function of more than one data sequence. In this paper, we focus on two interfering tracks. Generalization to multiple interfering tracks is straightforward. We investigate two different equalization/detection methods. One is to treat OTI as noise and equalize only the main track data to a PR so as to minimize the combined power of ISI, OTI, and additive noise. This would correspond to the conventional PRML approach as applied to the channel subject to OTI. The second method views OTI as a signal arising from an independent data sequence and performs joint PRML detection to estimate both the main track data and the adjacent track data. The estimated adjacent track data is simply discarded at the end. While the equalization part of the first method considered here reduces to the special case of the technique discussed in [2] , the second method differs from the approaches considered in [1] or [2] . We also note that the minimum distance analysis of [4] is applicable to a two-track/single-head channel model, but equalization and its effect have not been considered in [4] . More importantly, however, we emphasize that our final goal is to detect only the main track data whereas the goal in [4] is to detect all interfering tracks simultaneously. There is a subtle but critical conceptual difference in the minimum distance analyses of our approach and the optimal single head special case of [4] , giving rise to substantially different results between the two approaches as will be discussed in Section IV. Initially our analysis assumes perfect knowledge of the off-track parameter-a parameter that relates to the head position-as well as phase synchronization between tracks. Later, we discuss and verify a technique to adaptively estimate the off-track parameter and compensate for the relative phase of the side-track data.
Section II discusses a channel model with off-track interference. Two equalization strategies are presented in Section III. Section IV evaluates and compares the resulting detection performance of the two methods. Effective detection signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and bit-error-rate (BER) simulation results are given in Section V. Adaptive estimation of the off-track parameter and adaptive compensation of the relative phase of the side track are discussed in Section VI. Conclusions are given in Section VII.
0018-9464/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE II. CHANNEL MODEL The output of the single read head for two interfering tracks can be modeled as (1) where is the main track data, is the adjacent track data that is independent of , represents the additive white Gaussian noise with spectral density , and are the channel (dibit) responses to the main track and adjacent track data, respectively, and is the symbol period. We assume and are both independent, identically distributed binary sequences with equally likely outcomes 1.
As the first step in formulating the channel responses for the main track and adjacent track, an adjustable parameter is introduced. It represents the position of the read head relative to the center of the main track, normalized by the track width. As in all previous works, we assume that the written tracks are perfectly aligned. We also assume that there is no guard space between the tracks and the width of the read head and the track width are the same, although these assumptions are not critical for the methods and analyses presented in this paper. When the track width is and the relative position of the read head is , the off-track parameter is given . As increases, the main track signal decreases and the adjacent track signal increases. While more elaborate models exist which account for frequency distortion of OTI [7] , [9] , we make a first-order approximation as in [1] , [4] , [5] , [11] (2) where is the channel response corresponding to the perfectly aligned head and track. Note that in (2), we are also assuming that the two tracks are phase synchronized. Later, this assumption will be relaxed. We also remark that the methods considered in this paper are equally applicable to more general channel models that may assume frequency distortion in as well as any other functional relationship between and the amplitudes of and .
III. EQUALIZATION STRATEGIES

A. Partial Response Equalization Minimizing Overall Error Variance
Based on the channel model of Section II, we consider a PR equalizer that reduces the combined ISI, OTI, and additive noise power. In this equalization scheme, the output of the main track channel is equalized to a known PR. This equalizer structure is shown in Fig. 1 . The front-end filter is a band-limiting filter, which is either the matched filter or a low-pass filter with cutoff frequency at . The sample is the filtered and sampled version of the read signal . We assume the parameter can be estimated based on and some preamble data as well as decisions that are fed back, and the estimate can be used in optimizing the PR equalizer. The estimation technique will be discussed in Section VI. The sequences and represent the target PR and the equalizer coefficients, respectively. The optimal PR equalizer is based on the minimum mean square error (mmse) criterion. The variance of the equalization error is (3) where is the equalization error sequence and is the power spectral density (PSD) of . Since a PSD is always nonnegative, minimizing the PSD of the equalization error noise at every frequency is equivalent to minimizing the variance of the equalization error. The equalization error is the difference between the equalizer output and the ideally equalized main track signal. From Fig. 1 , we see that the main track data goes through the discrete time filter (4) and the adjacent track data passes through (5) Then the equalization error sequence can be written as (6) where denotes convolution and is the additive noise at the equalizer input. Since data and noise are statistically independent, the PSD of the equalization error sequence is simply the sum of the PSDs of filtered random components, i.e., (7) where and are the transforms of and , respectively, is the PSD of , is the squared transfer function of the sampled front-end filter, and and are the variances of the main track data and adjacent track data, respectively. In our performance analysis, we shall assume . It can be shown that the PR equalizer that minimizes (7) is given by [8] (8)
When the received signal passes through the PR equalizer, the output signal can be expressed as (9) where is the ideally equalized signal. In (9), the adjacent track data has been suppressed and only the main track data remains. When the equalized sequence is applied to the detector, the detector regards the main track data as transmitted through and corrupted by a nonwhite equalization error noise sequence . We note that this equalization strategy parallels (the two-track/one-head special case of) the finite-length equalizer design discussed in [2] . In Section IV, we shall evaluate PRML performance based on (7)- (9) [with replaced by (8)].
B. Joint Partial Response Equalization of Two Interfering Tracks
Another method we consider is to treat OTI as the signal due to an independent data sequence, and conduct joint PRML of two sequences. The equalization strategy is depicted in Fig. 2 . The PR target response of the main track data is and that of the adjacent track data is . Again, we assume is perfectly estimated for the equalization purposes.
The PR equalizer minimizes the variance of the equalization error. Here, the equalization error is the difference between the equalizer output and the sum of ideally equalized main track and adjacent track signals. The equalization error noise is (10) The PSD of the equalization error noise sequence is (11) A similar procedure in deriving (8) can be applied to this case. It can be shown that the optimal equalizer which minimizes is given by [8] (
At the detector input, the received signal can be written as (13) where and are the equalized main track and adjacent track signals, respectively.
Based on (13), a trellis diagram can be constructed that allows simultaneous tracking of both sequences that represent the most likely pair of main track and adjacent track data sequences given the observation sequence . If the lengths of the target responses and are and , respectively (in the presence of phase offset, the length of will be different from that of ), the number of states is and the state can be defined as . This represents a complexity increase of a factor of relative to the conventional PRML method. Since only the main track data is of interest, the detected adjacent track data sequence can simply be discarded, although it can be used for other purposes, e.g., adaptive estimation of . It is worth clarifying the relationship between joint MLSD and optimum MLSD that performs individual sequence detection of given (13) . MLSD of the single sequence is summarized by the operation (14) where , , and are the vectors representing the main track data, adjacent track data, and received data sequences, respectively, and is the conditional probability density of given and is the a priori probability of a particular . When is the same for all s, we may write
The complexity involved in this maximization is proportional to the number of distinct s, which would be prohibitively large. However, if, at high SNRs, the conditional densities involved in the summation are dominated by that corresponding to a particular , then an approximation can be made
Obviously the left side of (16) corresponds to joint MLSD for finding and simultaneously. Thus, joint MLSD can be viewed as a possible high SNR approximation to MLSD that minimizes the sequence error probability for the main-track data. Note, however, that the approximation gets less and less accurate as the length of increases and the effect of any one particular sequence cannot dominate the summation in (16). Even so, we feel that joint MLSD still represents the best possible realizable technique to ultimately detect .
IV. DETECTION PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. PRML Based on MMSE Equalizer
The probability of detection error in ML detection is largely determined by , the minimum Euclidean distance between any two distinguishable signal sequences at the channel output, as well as the noise correlation at the detector input. More precisely, it is well known that the detection SNR for PRML can be written [10] as (17) where and is the equalization error variance at the equalizer output which can be computed using (3), (7) and (8), and is , the correlation coefficient of equalization error given by (18) The minimum is taken over all possible error sequences (the difference between pairs of input sequences) of all lengths, excluding all-zero sequences.
B. Joint PRML of Two Independent Sequences
Here, the probability of error event in the main track (i.e., the probability that an adversary sequence is mistaken as the correct sequence is affected by error events in the adjacent track as well. The probability of error event in the main track, which extends from time to time , is equal to the probability that (19) where and are noiseless output sequences corresponding to the main track data and , respectively, and are those of the adjacent track data, and is the observation sequence.
At high SNRs, the probability of overall symbol error is determined primarily by the probability of the most likely error event. The probability of the most likely error event is simplified as (20) where the minimum is taken over all possible sequences of . By substituting , where is the correlated equalization error, and after some algebraic manipulation, (20) can be written as (21) where and . The search space in (21) is given in terms of , but can be replaced by the input error event pairs
. Note that those pairs of diverging and remerging trellis paths that involve an all-zero are not considered as error events here and, accordingly, are not included in the minimum search space of (21). This view is in contrast to the one taken in [4] , where the minimum distance search would be over all pairs of , excluding only the case where and are simultaneously all-zero. This difference comes from the fact that in [4] the objective is to detect both the main track and the side track, whereas here we are interested in detecting only the main track data in the end.
The probability in (21) can be expressed in terms of the tailintegral of the unit-variance Gaussian probability density function (i.e., function). The argument of the function is (22) where denotes the variance. The variance is calculated as follows: (23) where also represents the statistical expectation, is the equalization error variance which can be computed using (3), (11) , and (12), and is the correlation coefficient of equalization error in (10) . We define the detection SNR as the squared argument of the function. Using (22) and (23), the detection SNR is given by (24) where the minimum is over all pairs of for which . Again, the approach of [4] , when applied to the channel model under consideration, would be to minimize (24) over all pairs of for which and . There is a subtle but important difference between these two viewpoints. If the method of [4] is taken here, then the minimum distance and the BER analysis results will be pessimistic because the search space adopted in [4] is a superset of that used here. In Section V, a numerical example will be provided to support this argument.
If there is no off-track interference, (24) is reduced to (17), for (i.e., ) is an all-zero sequence. But, because the equalization error is different between the two methods, correlation coefficients in (17) and (24) are not the same. 
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
With a Lorentzian signal model, is given by (25) where is the energy in the full-step transition response (i.e., the read pulse corresponding to a full current swing from 1 to 1), is the 50% pulsewidth parameter, and is the symbol period. The normalized symbol density is defined as and is denoted by . The normalized symbol densities considered are 2.0 and 2.5. We assume that the target response is [class IV partial response (PR4)] for , and
[extended PR4 (EPR4)] for . The channel SNR, denoted by , is defined as and is a measure of the additive noise power before equalization. For each target response/density, the detection SNR is calculated as a function of and . Minimization of (17) and (24) is taken over all input error sequences of length up to 7. The results are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 , where the mmse equalization strategy of Section III-A is denoted as PRML and the joint PRML technique in Section III-B as JPRML. For the Fig. 4 , JPRML undergoes a degradation of about 4 dB as goes from 0 to 0.2, whereas the degradation is over 8 dB with PRML, assuming dB. The difference in the off-track sensitivity between the two methods gets greater at high SNRs, as evidenced by the curves corresponding to dB. Two PRML curves corresponding to two different s converge as increases. This indicates that with PRML, the performance is quickly dominated by the effect of OTI as increases, no matter how large the SNR is. Similar trends are observed for . Overall, JPRML provides considerable performance advantage over PRML in the presence of OTI at the expense of large increase in complexity (the size of the trellis in JPRML is the square of that in PRML).
In Figs. 5 and 6, we present BER simulation results, which confirm the trend predicted in Figs. 3 and 4 . Simulations for are shown in Fig. 5 . As the off-track parameter increases, the error rate performance of PRML becomes significantly worse than that of JPRML. Especially when is as large as 0.3, PRML does not seem to be able to recover data reliably regardless of the channel SNR, whereas JPRML can provide a reliable BER if is high. The same trend is observed in Fig. 6 : namely, as the noise is reduced the JPRML techniques provide reliable BER performance for all values of considered, whereas PRML is unable to sustain good error rate performance even with large SNRs when OTI is severe.
In Fig. 7 , we compare the JPRML minimum distance presented in Fig. 4 for dB with the minimum distance that corresponds to the optimal single head detector of [4] . As argued earlier, it can be seen that the minimum distance analysis of [4] yields a grossly pessimistic prediction for the single-track detection problem at hand for a wide range of .
VI. ADAPTIVE ESTIMATION OF AND OFF-TRACK RESPONSE
In this section, we address the problem of adaptively estimating as well as the channel response for the off-track signal to take into account the relative phase difference between two adjacent tracks. Before we proceed, however, we wish to establish that for band-limited signals, the minimum distance analysis of Section V remains valid even with a phase offset between the two tracks, provided that the off-track equalizer target is properly adjusted to compensate for the phase difference.
We first rewrite (2) as (26) where represents the relative phase of the side track. We assume that the rate change of is small compared to the symbol period. Thus, we assume is a fixed but unknown constant. It can be shown that if the filtered response is bandlimited to , the optimal PR equalizer of (8) remains unchanged when (2) is replaced by (26). This is because in (8) remains the same. The corresponding PSD of the equalization error also stays the same. As for JPRML, it also can be shown that if in (11) and (12) is replaced by to compensate for , both the optimal equalizer (12) and the resulting PSD of the equalizer error (11) remain the same as the OTI model changes from (2)-(26). The question remains as to whether the distance properties also do not change.
In Fig. 8 , we compare the JPRML minimum distances between the two cases, and , assuming proper off-track target compensation. The results are obtained for . A ninth-order Butterworth low-pass filter is assumed for to ensure that the bandwidth is virtually limited to . It can be seen that the results match closely between the two cases.
Having established that the performance analyses of earlier sections remain valid in the presence of phase offset as long as the OTI target is compensated properly, we now discuss the actual phase compensation strategy as well as the method to estimate . The basic idea here is to continuously track the off-track response utilizing the JPRML decisions on and as well as initial training data on . In the presence of phase offset , can be expressed as , where is the estimated off-track parameter and is the phase-shifted version of the desired PR target. For the simulation of the adaptive estimation technique, we assume that both and are fixed but unknown constants. While it is possible to estimate , , and the equalizer taps simultaneously, we seem to achieve a better convergence behavior if and are estimated first and then is estimated while holding and . In practice where and are expected to vary continuously albeit slowly, adaptation of and and of can be done in an alternating fashion. Consider Fig. 9 . The goal here is to adaptively estimate and so as to minimize the variance of . It can be shown that a unique mmse solution exists for and as long as a constraint is imposed on to avoid the trivial solution of all-zero equalizer taps and . A simple constraint that serves the purpose is to hold one equalizer tap (e.g., the dc tap) fixed. OTI does not affect the adaptation process adversely as long as is statistically independent of and its effect is averaged out over any reasonably long time window.
The main target response is assumed to be predetermined and time-invariant (e.g., PR4 or EPR4). The criterion used in setting up the estimation problem is to minimize the mean square error (mse) between the equalizer output and the target. The equalizer error signal is given by (27) where the first term on the right side is the equalizer output and the term in the square parenthesis represents the target response. The mse is defined as (28) Taking the derivative of the mse with respect to yields (29)
The well-known least mean square (LMS) adaptive algorithm results if is adjusted by the amount proportional to the negative of this derivative (and forgoing the statistical expectation) (30) where is the estimated value of at time and represents the step size of each increment. Also note that is replaced by that represents either the training data or decisions fed back from the PRML detector. Similarly, by taking the derivative of with respect to each equalizer tap and adjusting the tap weight by the amount proportional to the negative of this derivative (and again dropping the expectation), the LMS algorithm for updating each equalizer tap can be established. All the taps except the tap that is held fixed can be adaptively adjusted this way. Alternatively, the recursive least square (RLS) algorithm can be used to speed up convergence at the expense of higher implementation complexity [12] . In our simulation, the LMS adaptation rule is used for estimating while the RLS algorithm is used to update . Fig. 10 shows adaptation of for two different values of for a Lorentzian channel with . PR4 equalization is assumed. For the first 100 symbol intervals, training data is used for . After this training period, actual PRML decisions are used. The step size is allowed to vary for the first 1000 samples. While we feel that the convergence behavior can be further optimized by choosing improved step size adjustment algorithms, it is clear that tracking is successful in both cases. Although not shown, the equalizer taps also have converged to yield a channel response that closely matches the PR4 target.
When the fixed overall energy or fixed tap constraint is imposed on the equalizer, tracking of the gain variation in the read signal relies completely on a separate automatic gain control circuitry. In this case, care must be taken not to confuse the effect of gain variation with that of head position drift. One way of separating the gain term from the factor is to compare 
where is the squared norm of . The energy of the error signal after convergence, ignoring the noise effect, is (32) where is the squared norm of phase-shifted . In minimum-band systems,
, and the effect of can be separated out by simply dividing by . Once and are determined, can be estimated based on the method illustrated in Fig. 11 . The taps are adjusted in the direction of minimizing the error signal while and are fixed to the values estimated above. The RLS algorithm is used here. The value of is set to 0.2 and to 0.5 T. The JPRML decisions on s are also utilized. The channel SNR is fixed at 40 dB, and at this SNR the error rate of JPRML decisions on is approximately 10 [after estimation is successful]. The results in Fig. 12 show that after convergence the estimated offtrack response matches well with the actual off-track response. We note that the off-track target in this case is indeed consistent with the 180 phase-shifted version of the minimum-band PR4 response.
The gain variation term that can possibly affect the read signal can also be separated out from the gain-like factor of by comparing the energy of the main track signal reference (upper path in Fig. 11 ) with the energy of the off-track signal reference (lower path). It is easily verified that the energy ratio in the presence of gain variation is , assuming the energy of is the same as that of . Finally, a natural question arises: if can be estimated based on the fairly simple method of Fig. 9 , why not simply reposition the head based on this estimate and use the conventional PRML detector, bypassing the substantially more complex JPRML technique? This question indeed seems to guide us to the right direction for future technology development, especially given the substantial suboptimality of JPRML relative to the PRML performance based on correct position of the head, as made evident in Figs. 5 and 6 . Namely, the future storage systems will immensely benefit from a tightly feedback-controlled servo system that can adjust the position of the head continually. In the meantime, however, the JPRML method presented here does provide, for all practical purposes, the best possible decision quality on the main track data that can be obtained using a single head and the current servo technology.
VII. CONCLUSION
Based on a simple two-track/single-head model for the magnetic recording channel subject to OTI, we have discussed two different PRML techniques. The first method is a straightforward PRML detector based on mmse equalization. The equalizer here is assumed to have perfect knowledge of the off-track parameter and minimizes combined ISI, OTI, and noise power. The second method performs joint PRML of the main track and adjacent track data sequences and simply discards the estimated adjacent track data. Performance analysis and simulation indicate that the joint technique offers much improved resistance to off-track, while the required implementation complexity is considerably larger than the conventional PRML method that tracks only the main track data. Finally, adaptative, decision-directed estimation of the off-track parameter and off-track channel response is discussed. We finally remark that while JPRML performs detection satisfactorily at high SNRs, the effective SNR loss relative to the on-track PRML performance is rather large. This observation, coupled with the relatively simple strategy of adaptively estimating the head position presented in this paper, suggests that a servo controller that continuously feeds on the estimate of the head position generated from the read channel might be the best way to provide acceptable data quality at very high track densities. Ying Chen received the B.S. degree in electrical engineering from Tsinghua University, Beijing, China, in 1997.
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